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                The Person and Work of The Holy Spirit

                
 by   R. A. Torrey 
The Person and Work of The Holy Spirit is a christian classic work written by the American evangelist Reuben Archer Torrey known for his numerous religious works such as How I Bring Men to Christ, Baptism with the Holy Spirit, What the Bible Teaches, How to Pray, and Studies in the Life and Teachings of our Lord.In&nbs..
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                The Influence of Buddhism on Primitive Christianity

                
 by   Arthur Lillie 
The Influence of Buddhism on Primitive Christianity is a religious non-fiction work written by Arthur Lillie who was a soldier turned Buddhist. His works did not receive any notable appreciation from the literary scholars.  His published works include Buddha and early Buddhism, The Cobra Diamond, India in Primitive Christianity. The Popular Li..
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                The Expositor's Bible -  The Book of Deuteronomy

                
 by   Andrew Harper 
The Expositor's Bible: The Book of Deuteronomy is a biblical work written by Andrew Harper who was a Scottish–Australian biblical scholar who wrote many christian writings under this pseudonym. Though he was a fine scholar except this work, his writings did not earn much reputation. Excerpts from the book:In approaching a book so spiritually g..
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                God, the Invisible King

                
 by   H. G. Wells 
God, the Invisible King is a religion work by science-fictionist H.G. Wells which out as forcibly and exactly as possible the religious belief of the writer. That belief is not orthodox Christianity; it is not, indeed, Christianity at all; its core nevertheless is a profound belief in a personal and intimate God. There is nothing in its statements ..
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                Sacred Mysteries Among the Mayas and the Quiches, 11,500 Years Ago

                
 by   Le Plongeon 
There are authors who attribute the origin of modern Free Masonry to the followers of Pythagoras, because some of the speculations of that Philosopher concerning the meaning of the numbers are to be found in the esoteric doctrines taught in the masonic lodges. Others, on account of the Christian symbols that have been incorporated in the decoration..
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                The New Revelation 

                
 by   Arthur Conan Doyle 
The New Revelation is an essay written by Arthur Conan Doyle first published in book form by Hodder & Stoughton Ltd. on 29 april 1918. The book was sur-titled What Is Spiritualism?, and sub-titled: Can we, or can we not, speak with our beloved dead? Sir Arthur Conan Doyle answers YES. Many more philosophic minds than mine have thought over the reli..
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                Puppets of Faith -  Theory of Communal Strife

                
 by   BS Murthy 
Terrorism could be the heading of the running chapter in human history though strife had always been its grand title. Assorted terrorist groups to espouse their parochial causes have come to target their ideological opponents with utter cynicism. At least they have an articulated grievance and identified opponents with defined terror zones that are..
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                Bhagvad-Gita -  treatise of Self-help

                
 by   BS Murthy 
The spiritual ethos and the philosophical outlook that the Bhagvad - Gita postulates paves the way for the liberation of man, who, as Rousseau said, ‘being born free, is everywhere in chains’. But equally it is a mirror of human psychology, which enables man to discern his debilities for appropriate redressal. All the same, the boon of an oral trad..
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